
JMSS Update To Community re Covid19 T4-01 – ‘Hey Mum ………………. Are We There Yet?’ 
 

Dear fellow members of the JMSS Community 

I hope everyone has found time to ‘down tools’ in the first week of the holiday period. All would agree it 

was long overdue. The question above has often been asked by kids in the backseat of the car, on a 

journey that seems to be endless. I remember my own childhood when my brothers and I would ask that 

on our regular drives to Ballarat to visit mum’s family. Maybe the roads and cars are much better now, and 

YES, it WAS a car, not a cart! But we still had to ask, the trip seemed to take forever back then! The link to 

Covid19 and what we have experienced is as compelling. Let’s hope the answer to the question is SOON. 

I would like to take the opportunity to reiterate the instructions for the next two weeks, regarding practice 

exams and the GAT. Many senior students will have already collected their packs of practice exams from 

the school. If not there is another chance on this coming Monday morning, September 28th. I would further 

like to again clear up any confusion about the status of the practice exams, and the status of the schedule 

that all students have been given. 

1. Year 12 Practice Exams OFF-SITE in Week 2 of the Holidays 

 

a) The published schedule is NOT set in stone, it is merely a suggested timetable for you to follow, as it 
is typical of the October Practice Test schedules we have run onsite at JMSS in the second week of 
the September holidays in recent years; 
 

b) NONE of these exams will run via webex, nor will they be supervised or any rolls taken; 
 

c) The timetable is merely a guide. For most students, it would be a good idea to do each of your 
exams at the time specified in the schedule. Then you can guarantee you will finish all those you 
should do. However, if you have a work or other commitment at any time there is an exam 
scheduled, simply rearrange your own schedule and do the practice exam at another time that 
suits you; 
 

d) Do each practice exam under the conditions stipulated in the directions given on the front cover. 
This includes the given reading time and writing time, use of technology, use of a quiet space with 
minimal chance of interruption or outside noise, and so on; 
 

e) When you have completed each exam, store it in a safe place and bring them all back to school at 
the start of week 2 of term, when onsite learning resumes for Year 11 and 12 students. Your 
teachers will be going over the answers in class; 
 

f) Any students undertaking one or more Unit 3, 4 exams at the end of the year, WHO HAVE NOT 
YET COLLECTED THEIR PACKAGE FROM SCHOOL, will be able to collect it from the school on next 
Monday September 28th (week 2 of the holiday period), between 8.30am and 11.30am. 
 

2. The GAT for ANY and ALL students undertaking a Unit 3, 4 study in 2020 

The GAT, a compulsory exam for every student studying one or more Unit 3, 4 subjects in 2020, will 
be run onsite at Monash University on the morning of Wednesday October 7th, in Week 1, Term 4. 
It is ABSOLUTELY IMPERATIVE that EVERY student undertaking a Unit 3, 4 subject this year, no 
matter what year level they are in, do the GAT. Please note that this includes ANY AND EVERY 
student studying a Unit 3, 4 Language either at or outside JMSS. 

 

 



3. Remaining Year 12 Practice Exams ONSITE AT JMSS in Week 1 of Term Four 

We do believe it is important for students to experience some of the aspects of doing a Unit 3, 4 
exam onsite at JMSS, especially the 3-hour English paper. We also want to ensure any students NOT 
in Year 12 yet still doing a Unit 3, 4 study, probably for the first time, get the full experience prior to 
the real thing. Therefore, we have arranged the following: 

a) ALL Year 10 and 11 students studying a VCE Unit 3/4 subject will be sitting the October Test in 
that subject on Thursday 8th October at 1.30pm, in Week 1 of Term 4, onsite at JMSS. If this is 
not possible, students should contact Mrs Vandenberg as soon as possible to make alternative 
arrangements; 

b) The 3-hour Year 12 English practice exam will also take place onsite at JMSS on Thursday 8th 
October, in the first week of Term 4, at 1:30pm; 

c) The Year 12 Maths Methods practice exam will take place onsite at JMSS on Friday 9th October, 
in the first week of Term 4, at 1:30pm. This too will involve any Year 11 students taking Year 12 
Maths Methods; 

d) Please note that normal classes (except for Period 5) will run online on both of those days, but 
students will still be expected to be at school ready for a 1:30pm start for the afternoon exams. 
The morning lessons will all be shortened to allow this to take place. Students are welcome to 
come to school earlier on those days and attend their online classes at school if they wish to. 

4. Term 4 resumes for all students on Monday October 5th 

a) All Years 10, 11 and 12 classes will resume online on Monday October 5th; 

b) At this stage Year 11 and 12 students are scheduled to resume onsite at JMSS on Monday 
October 12th, the first day of Week 2 of Term 4, and Year 10 students will continue learning 
remotely. 

5. Year 12 attendance on site has been extended 

a) The final day onsite at JMSS for Year 12 students will be Monday November 2nd; 

b) Year 11 and 12 students will return onsite to JMSS on Monday October 12th; 

c) Year 10s will continue to learn remotely; 

d) We will return to the previous daily times from 8:40am to 3:15pm, with previous arrangements 
for mentor group times reinstated from Monday 19th October; 

e) Study periods will remain at the times they are scheduled now. Students who have a study 
lesson scheduled at the beginning or end of the day may arrive later or leave earlier as the case 
may be. Every student in this situation MUST sign in on arrival and sign out on departure; 

f) Friday October 23rd is a public holiday for Grand Final Day; 

g) The last formal assembly for Year 12 students will take place on Wednesday October 28th. This 
assembly will allow a formal leadership handover to the next group of student leaders; 

h) Two proposed possible dates for the final House Assemblies for Year 12s are Friday October 
30th and Monday November 2nd – we will consult students and staff and make a final decision 
soon; 



i) Plans are being discussed for how we organise the key features of the last day for Year 12 on 
November 2nd, such as their final assembly, meal with staff, signing of shirts and so on. It has 
also been suggested to include their final House assemblies as part of that day - see previous 
note. We hope to have a plan in place by Week 1 of Term 4 at the latest. 

6. Final Parent – Teacher Interviews for 2020 

These will take place for Years 10 to 12 students on each of Wednesday October 7th (following the 
GAT) and Wednesday October 14th, from 1:30pm to 4:30pm. These will run remotely via Webex as 
was previously the case in early term Three. Bookings are open now for Unit 3, 4 subjects, and all 
others will be available by 7pm on Sunday evening, September 27th. 

7. Moving from Surviving to Thriving 

The end goals are now in sight, and slowly but surely we move into a new term. Just a message to 

everyone to remain positive, and let’s see what evolves as early as this weekend as far as the relaxation of 

some aspects of Stage Four are concerned. 

Melbourne will lighten up soon. The weather is already improving, footy finals are on next weekend and 

Spring, often said to see Melbourne at its best, is upon us, despite the cold and wet few days we have 

recently experienced.  So it’s time to get moving again soon, there’s much to do and much to look forward 

to. By the way I LOVE this photo, from the recent ‘Funniest Animal Pics’ awards. Did you every think 

you’d see a giraffe ‘bomb’ a photo?  

Look out for another Update next weekend. I will 

include any further information provided by DET or 

VCAA then, and if there is none, I will still provide some 

interesting articles I hope you are enjoying. There’s 

certainly lot’s going on at the moment, and not all 

Covid-related! This week’s articles focus on Physics, 

from outer space, to invention, to even time travel. 

Please enjoy. 

Take care, look after one another, please don’t lose 

heart now after all the hard work. Maybe our ‘bombing 

giraffe’ has a point – life’s tough but we still have each 

other and we still can have some fun to brighten the 

day. 

I get a strong sense that the Melbourne we know and 

love is ON ITS WAY BACK. Make sure you’re all with it 

too! 

 

Peter Corkill 

Principal 


